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A typology of negative indefinites Adam Werle University of Massachusetts, Amherst 1.1 Introduction
Negative indefinites (NIs) are indefinite terms specialized for ...
A typology of negative indefinites - web.uvic.ca
This exploration of the syntax-semantics interface is concerned with negative indefinites like English
â€˜nobodyâ€™, â€˜nothingâ€™, etc. and their counterparts in ...
Negative Indefinites - Oxford Scholarship
This chapter examines the typology of negative indefinite pronouns, with particular emphasis on their relation
with other indefinites. It first considers the received ...
Negative Indefinite Pronouns - Oxford Scholarship
Many negative sentences that include an indefinite pronoun with any can be turned into affirmative sentences
with a negative meaning by using an indefinite pronoun ...
Indefinite pronouns | English Grammar | EF
Practice use of negative and indefinite words in Spanish.
Quia - Negative & Indefinite Words
Semantic Typology and Theories of NPIs and Negative Indefinites 0. ... May 6: Lecture 12. Semantic
Typology and Theories of NPIs and Negative Indefinites.
Lecture 12. Semantic Typology and Theories of NPIs and
1 Negative Indefinites in Dutch and German Doris Penka & Hedde Zeijlstra {d.penka |
hedde.zeijlstra}@uni-tuebingen.de 1. Introduction Negative Indefinites (NIs), such ...
Negative Indefinites in Dutch and German - Uni Konstanz
1 Integrating syntactic theory and variationist analysis: The structure of negative indefinites in regional
dialects of British English Claire Childs
Integrating syntactic theory and variationist analysis
We use indefinite pronouns with no-as the subject in negative clauses (not pronouns with any.) Anybody
didnâ€™t come >> Nobody came.
indefinite pronouns | LearnEnglish - British Council
Negative indefinites: A typological and diachronic perspective on a Brabantic construction1 Draft 2003
Helsinki Conference on Dialectology, Diachrony and Typology
Negative indefinites: A typological and diachronic
In Negative indefinites Doris Penka focuses on three topics in the syntax and semantics of negation: negative
concord, the split-scope readings of negative ...
Project MUSE - Negative indefinites (review)
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Negative Indefinites in Afrikaans Negatieve Indefinieten in het Afrikaans (met een samenvatting in het
Nederlands) Proefschrift ter verkrijging van de graad van doctor
Negative Indefinites in Afrikaans KHuddlestone
PDF | On Mar 10, 2012, HISASHI MORITA and others published Review of Negative Indefinites by Doris
Penka (2011)
(PDF) Review of Negative Indefinites by Doris Penka (2011)
Making Negative Statements. 1. We need to negate the verb. We can do that by using a negative word in
front of the verb:
Negative, Indefinite and Affirmative words
ORIGINAL PAPER On the syntactically complex status of negative indefinites Hedde Zeijlstra Received: 21
December 2007 /Accepted: 29 March 2010 /Published online: 7 ...
On the syntactically complex status of negative indefinites
Abstract. The assumption that negative indefinites (NIs) are semantically non-negative elements associating
with sentential negation has proven fruitful to acc
Negative Features on Negative Indefinites: Evidence from
Scandinavian negative indefinites: Microvariation in object positions 2 The unacceptability of (2)b indicates
that sentential negation is expressed outside VP in the
Scandinavian negative indefinites: Microvariation in
pdf. Negation and ... Download. Negation and indefinites in Late Latin. ... I argue that the persistence of OV
order with negative indefinites in Late Latin is a sign ...
Negation and indefinites in Late Latin | Chiara Gianollo
1 A typology of negative indefinites * Adam Werle University of Massachusetts, Amherst 1 Introduction
Negative indefinites (NIs) are words specialized for expressing ...
1 Introduction - UMass
PDF | In the literature ... of multiple negative indefinites presented as auditory stimuli exhibit gradient ... A
bidirectional Optimality Theoretic analysis o f ...
(PDF) A bidirectional Optimality Theoretic analysis of
A bidirectional Optimality Theoretic analysis of multiple negative indefinites in Afrikaans
http://spil.journals.ac.za 139 negative indefinites (MNIs), expressing a ...
A bidirectional Optimality Theoretic analysis of multiple
Download PDF . 3 downloads 0 Views 2MB Size Report. Comment. Items 11 ... Negative Indefinites in
Afrikaans Published by LOT Janskerkhof 13 3512 BL Utrecht The ...
Negative Indefinites in Afrikaans - Utrecht University
In this note I address a hitherto undescribed series of negative conjunctions in Iron Ossetic. In the Kudar
dialect of Iron Ossetic spoken in South Ossetia these ...
On Negative Indefinites and "Negative Conjunctions" in
Negative features on negative inde nites: Evidence from split scope Doris Penka Universit at Konstanz
Abstract The assumption that negative inde nites are ...
Negative features on negative indefinites: Evidence from
118 4 A Typology of Negative Indefinities As Section 4 emphasizes, the bidirectional setup is essential, for
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syntactic and semantic variation go hand in hand.
Chapter 4 A Typology of Negative Indefinites - Springer
Learn the basics of your new classroom along with negative ... Negative and Indefinite Words in the
Classroom (part 2) - Duration: 2:34. ...
Learn Spanish 2.11 - Negative and Indefinite Words in the Classroom (part 1)
Van Craenenbroeck/Temmerman Negative indefinites are the result of remerge and fusion 3 (17) I know
PETER didnâ€™t offer any help â€¦ a.
Negative indefinites are the result of remerge and fusion
Download PDF Download. Share. ... our acoustic results show that NC and single negation interpretations of
negative indefinites have similar intonational form and ...
Prosody and the meanings of English negative indefinites
Issues in Afrikaans negation: an investigation into the nature and distribution of negative indefinites in
Afrikaans Kate van Gass Utrecht University and Stellenbosch ...
Issues in Afrikaans negation: an investigation into the
The analysis of negative indefinites in Afrikaans proposed in this dissertation is formulated in the framework
of bidirectional Optimality Theory ... Download PDF ...
Negative indefinites in Afrikaans - CORE
On negation, indefinites, and negative indefinites in Yiddish1 DRAFT AUG 2010 Johan van der Auwera &
Paul Gybels Center for Grammar, Cognition, and Typology ...
On negation, indefinites, and negative indefinites in
Negative inde nites and negative concord Abstract Negative inde nites like nobody and nothing are
traditionally analyzed as nega-tive quanti er.
Negative inde nites and negative concord - Uni Konstanz
Negative Concord in Old Italian and the internal structure of negative indefinites In this talk we offer an
analysis of some Old Italian (OI) data that show the ...
Negative Concord in Old Italian and the internal structure
How (Not) to Elide Negation. Authors. ... Enhanced PDF; Standard PDF ... Another option is to analyze
negative indefinites as complex, ...
How (Not) to Elide Negation - Craenenbroeck - 2017
variationist analysis : The structure of negative indefinites in regional dialects of British English. ... The
structure of negative indeinites in regional
Integrating syntactic theory and variationist analysis
Indefinites and Negative Polarity Items in Modern Hebrew Keren C. Tonciulescu University of Ottawa
ktonc060@uottawa.ca Abstract: This paper is an account of the ...
Indefinites and Negative Polarity Items in Modern Hebrew
Negative Concord in Standard English and the syntax-morphology interface ... the distribution of n-indefinites
with ... words are non-negative indefinites ...
Negative Concord in Standard English and the syntax
I argue that the persistence of Object-Verb order with negative indefinites in Late Latin is a sign of an early
restructuring in the system ... PDF 314k Signaler ce ...
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Negation and indefinites in Late Latin
How to Cite. Penka, D. (2012), Split Scope of Negative Indefinites. Language and Linguistics Compass, 6:
517â€“532. doi: 10.1002/lnc3.349
Split Scope of Negative Indefinites - Penka - 2012
Non-clausal negation Negative indefinites: negativity of the indefinite (cf. semantic map), cooccurrence with
clausal negation
Negation - UniversitÃ¤t Wien
grammatical constraints that have been shown to govern the distribution of negative indefinites across
Germanic and in many Indo-European languages. Finally ...
LVC.Burnett, Koopman, Tagliamonte.NegQs LVC revision 18-10
An indefinite pronoun is a pronoun that refers to non-specific beings, objects, or places. ... which gives rise to
their frequent use in negative clauses.
Indefinite pronoun - Wikipedia
Overview Spanish may have the simplest way to make phrases negative: put a "no" in front of them. To
provide additional information, you can use negative and ...
Negative and Indefinite Words | SpanishDict Answers
Children's Interpretation of Indefinites in Sentences Containing Negation: A Reassessment of the
Cross-linguistic Picture
Children's Interpretation of Indefinites in Sentences
Negative features on negative indefinites: ... 20086/1/penka_negative%20features.pdf ... features on negative
indefinites: Evidence from split ...
Negative features on negative indefinites: Evidence from
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DESCRIBING THE NEGATION SYSTEM OF A LANGUAGE ... negative indefinites
etc.). In Sections 2 and 3 the different negative constructions
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DESCRIBING THE NEGATION SYSTEM OF A
Is Chinese a Negative Concord Language? Hui-Ling Yang . Arizona State University . ... not provide evidence
that Southern Min has negative indefinites.
Is Chinese a Negative Concord Language?
Paperity: the 1st multidisciplinary aggregator of Open Access journals & papers. Free fulltext PDF articles
from hundreds of disciplines, all in one place
On the syntactically complex status of negative indefinites
Indefinite pronouns exercises: Somebody ,anybody, nobody . Somewhere, anywhere, nowhere. Someone,
anyone, no one. Grammar exercises online esl
Indefinite pronouns exercises: someone , anyone, no one...
Negative Indefinites (NIs) in languages such as Dutch and German may give rise to split-scope readings.
Sentences like German Du must keine Krawatte anziehen(â€˜you ...
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